
	
	
 

Introduction 
RoamWIld Tasmania provides adventure tourism activities and is based in Queenstown, 
Western Tasmania. The nature of the business is tied to environmental care and 
conservation. These values are the core of our business. 
The adventure tourism experiences into TWWHA are predominately 4x4 trips with short 
walks. The business is owned, directed and managed by partners Anthony Coulson and Joy 
Chappell. Both Joy and Anthony have extensive experience in the tourism industry. Anthony 
having owned and operated Queenstown Heritage Tours, Joy having spent 12 years 
developing and operates her boutique accommodation business Mt Lyell Anchorage. 
Our partnership has since purchased The Paragon Theatre on McNamara Street 
Queenstown, which has become the location of our office and is the base from which we 
operate. 
	
Vehicles    
RoamWild Tasmania is predominantly vehicle based as the adventure tours are for the 
most part travelling through unique wilderness locations of Western Tasmania. This is 
achieved with the use of 4x4 passenger vehicles. Environmental impacts are managed by 
always travelling on established roads and tracks, keeping the vehicles based locally and 
keeping them clean of any debris at the wash down facility in Queenstown to eliminate the 
transport of exotic organic material into these most precious environments. 



All vehicles must be thoroughly washed, including under carriage, before entering 
TWWHA. 
The vehicles are maintained with a strict servicing regime that keeps them as efficient as 
possible. No oil or fuel leaks are tolerated. If any fluid leak is detected during pre-departure 
checks the vehicle is taken out of service for repair and an alternative vehicle is utilized. 
 
Waste 
The ideology for waste management employed by RoamWild is not to generate it. Reusable 
utensil, drink vessels and packages are utilized wherever possible. Where reusable items 
are impractical, disposable items manufactured from biodegradable material such as paper, 
cardboard and wood are utilized. When waste is collected during adventure tour activities 
whether our own or collected litter discarded by others these articles are transported back to 
Queenstown for correct disposal. 
Recognized toilets are accessed at strategic stops throughout the adventure tours and 
tissue papers used are biodegradable unbleached varieties. 
 
Monitoring and Reporting 
RoamWild’s monitoring and reporting continually contributes to the conservation and care of 
Tasmanian ecosystems.  
Information derived from observation is communicated to our local Tasmania PWS office 
and/or to the CVS officer via email or phone. RoamWild Tasmania employees are made 
aware of our monitoring and reporting regime during induction and training. Reporting apps 
such as Feral Scan are also utilized. 
Our own internal reporting collects vital information enabling us to continually improve our 
own operation. A hazard report is accessed whenever a potential hazard has been 
identified or encountered. 
 
****RE Tasmania’s TWWHA master plan**** 
Thank you for the invitation to share thoughts and comment with regard to the ongoing 
management of our precious wilderness environment. We thought the preceding excerpt 
from our environmental plan would be an appropriate introduction. 
 
We operate primarily in the Franklin/Gordon Wild Rivers area gaining access south of 
Queenstown. The story of the NO DAMS controversy is key as we 4x4 over Mt McCall 
serving some refreshment and experiencing often quite emotional reflection at the site 
where the logo painted by protesters at the height of the NO DAMS controversy around is 
visible. We are privileged to be in a position to engage with rafting expeditions and just plain 
wilderness lovers alike. The view from Mt McCall instills realization that the very view is 
uniquely natural and which in turn provokes a significant feeling of awe. Some people 
verbalize, some are silent and a few thus far, some who were active and instrumental 
during those heady days of The Blockade, become clearly emotional, some openly! 
Regardless of age however as now decades later many of our guests and clients where not 
even born when these pioneering activists stood up for nature nearly everyone gives thanks 
to those who valiantly put it all out there to ensure that the now symbolic heart of 
Tasmania’s Wilderness, the Franklin River and adjoining regions remain just that. 
 
Link to https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lpnFjpq8Kes	
 
Of course not everyone is willing to part with the monetary amount necessary to experience 
the WHA at such a level so we often operate on the fringe of the Franklin/Gordon with 
shorter adventure tours. That said there are some stunningly beautiful environments just 
south of Queenstown with unique heritage value for which we are striving to install some 
level of protection as these spaces are rapidly being degraded by vehicular recreationalists. 
 
Link to https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y7Zw4fLy7ZE	
 



Those videos depict some of the ways we enable people to experience Tasmanian 
wilderness beyond the normal free for all stop and look points along our various highways 
and touring routes. Not necessarily intrepid week long gritty walker types, rock-climbers or 
river rafters but just regular people of all ages and abilities that seek an extraordinary 
exclusive immersive experience in a pure clean undeveloped environment that has thus far 
escaped the ravages of unchecked human visitation. Small groups (12 max), high 
engagement and high yield are preferred for several reasons although we have partnered 
with other CVS license holders to fulfill singular activities for larger groups the formula is the 
same really, just multiples of. 
Why do we prefer to engage smaller groups? To answer that we will refer to the 
documentation that was handed around at the recent workshops that were held, to gather 
some indication of the thoughts of operators. We attended the meeting held at View 42 in 
Strahan, which seemed to indicate that there is a broad range of thinking among existing 
and potential operators/developers with their various ambitions and ideas. The following text 
and occasional image when my literary skill falls short will attempt to inform just how we feel 
about a management strategy for Tasmania’s Wilderness World Heritage Areas. I will be as 
direct therefore as brief as possible. 
 
Outstanding Universal Value 
Yes, this term is explanatory of TWWHA. The level of variance to which this term applies is 
defined by zoning.  
It is around zoning that the management plan can be rigidly structured and applied to 
varying degree. 
 
Visitor Services Zone 
These zones are most often sited right on the edge of significant TWWHA sites of high 
outstanding universal value and are well managed as anyone can clearly experience with a 
quick visit to Cradle Mountain-Lake St Clair. My opinion based on observation and 
reinforced by conversations with our guests that we engage after they have spent time there 
is that these hot spots are well managed. 
Any shortcomings that we can glean from comment concerning these very high traffic areas 
are as a result of infrastructure capacities being exceeded. 
 
Recreational Zone 
This is where we often experience contention. A harsh reality is that activities often 
determine where in the degree of outstanding universal value an area will be zoned. 
Examples that immediately spring to my mind on the west coast are the Granville 
Harbour/Pieman River area and Macquarie Heads-Ocean Beach. Vehicular and other 
motorized recreation in these areas and beyond is clearly evident and on the increase. 
Astonishingly even on the southern coast of Hells Gates. These areas bear testimony to 
what unchecked vehicular access will very quickly do to any environment. Once the 4x4 
clubs, ATV’s and bikes begin to frequent an area it will quickly be regarded a Recreational 
Zone by them and shared as thus via social and many other media platforms. An example 
of this is the Mt Huxley area and more recently Mt Darwin. 
We have communicated with images some awful instances of cut down trees, fires, litter, 
exotic flora/fauna introduced and protected native wildlife killed on the fringe and even 
within TWWHA to our local PWS office, Hydro Tasmania and the Police. These instances 
have frequently occurred south of Queenstown where we primarily operate into TWWHA as 
far as Bird River/Pillinger, we have picked up beer bottles and plastic food wrappers as far 
in as Mt McCall. Stopping at the significant site of the NO DAMS logo with some highly 
engaged visitors to find tyre marks all over it we thought disturbing. 
 



 
 
This 2019/2020 season the situation has of course escalated. We have encountered 4x4 
groups, clubs and alarmingly, bikes and ATV’s. We have encountered these types whilst 
operating in support of rafting expeditions or conducting high engagement tourism activities 
within the Franklin/Gordon NP WHA utilizing the Mt McCall track. 
Huon pine has been taken from Bird River, fires lit, faeces, toilet tissue, other litter and then 
vehicle based camping began. It was at this point, about three years ago, that we ceased 
conducting tourism experiences to that site. The degradation was visible and embarrassing. 
In the last few years PWS efforts have mostly addressed this situation but there is still a 
large volume of unchecked vehicles making their way to this remarkable environment. 
 
Motorized recreation for the sake of it is damaging to TWWHA environmental conservation 
level but also to the overarching image and expectation that more appreciative high yield 
visitors expect. We must work to limit damaging unappreciative activity within wilderness 
areas. 
 
Self Reliant Recreation Zone 
As the west is where we operate I feel that all the territory south of Lynchford to the Darwin 
Dam area is in this category. The differentiation between Recreation Zone, Self Reliant 
Recreation Zone and Wilderness Zone is blurred here. Responsible commercial operation 
supportive of conservation is more than difficult when diluted by unchecked access. 
 
In our minds everything south of the Crotty River Bridge is a Wilderness Zone. 
 
In reality, all the territory south of the Mt McCall track/Bird River track junction is a 
Wilderness Zone. 
 
Wilderness Zone 
It is vitally essential to Tasmania’s wilderness reputation that we ensure these areas remain 
in the present state. Perceptions of Tasmania are of a place that is largely unspoiled 
wilderness and the Franklin/Gordon WHA has a mystique that captures imagination and 
reinforces that perception. That said, we must maintain the natural balance within this and 
other areas that are deemed Wilderness Zones because…. well, how can we not! 
Operators that we co-operate with are committed to the ongoing conservation of TWWHA. 
A prime example is ‘Water by Nature-Franklin River Rafting’. This operation, led by Brett 
Fernon and Klaudia Marte, maintain the highest standard of environmental care and 
conservation. Their intimate knowledge of the Franklin River region and passion for 
conservation and environmental well being of wilderness is most clear. 
Most guides and guests were not yet born when the 1978-1983 NO DAMS controversy and 
the Blockade of December 1982 took place. 
The core values of RoamWild Tasmania are concurrent. We are simply using 4x4 
passenger vehicles instead of river rafts to provide an immersive experience in TWWHA. 
Not everyone can intrepidly raft the Franklin or has the ability to summit a mountain so we 
take great delight in providing experiences for people that don’t have the physical capability. 



Small separated groups and ‘leave no trace’ practice, is how we manage to provide 
visitation experiences into this Wilderness. 

 In the majority, management of TWWHA at this highest conservation level is being 
carried out very well. Practical examples can be observed all across Tasmania. 
The Franklin/Gordon Wild Rivers is TWWHA and the point of access south of 
Queenstown is a situation that we must all address. 

 
 
Zone Rationality 
Visitor services zone has a lot of scope and almost no restriction to what can happen as the 
constructions and infrastructures are carefully sited on the fringe of the Wilderness Zones. 
Visitation numbers are mainly determined by the capability of the infrastructure. All modes 
of transport can come and go from these hot spots without disruption to people’s 
experiences further in the TWWHA. Helicopters and other aircraft can be damaging to 
peoples experiences within Wilderness Zones but there are a great amount of flight paths 
available that avoid disruptions. All seems well and a great formula has been struck. Coping 
with large numbers of people is the challenge at these hotspots. 
 
Recreation Zones should be kept to the fringes or preferably other areas in Tasmania that 
are already utilized for such purpose. The demographic that are most likely to frequent 
these spaces are high maintenance, low yield and will more likely incur more expense for 
Tasmania’s PWS. They will push boundaries, trespass, often travel with pets and try to 
access where you would least want them. Tighter segregation and controls are necessary 
for these people. 
Self-reliant recreation should not be confused with motorized recreation. 
 
Private Developments. One would have had their head in the sand to not know 
something of the contention around helicopter access and the building of structures at Lake 
Malbena. Now I’m not very familiar with Lake Malbena and the situation there may be a 
manageable one. What I can do is some parallel thinking. If there were a proposed 
development to build huts and use helicopters to access them in an area where we are 
providing leave no trace immersive wilderness experiences I would strongly object. I once 
encountered a light plane whilst on Frenchman’s cap and it did take a little shine off the 
wilderness experience. 
Structures are built such as the huts along our defined walks within Wilderness Zones. 
Privately owned permanent structures for commercial use in a National Park is not 
something that can ever be considered a normal development. Non-permanent structures 
that can readily be relocated or removed I think is workable. 

 
Illegal development is much more likely to take place on the fringe of TWWHA. There 
are several hazardous examples south of Queenstown ranging from tracks including tread 
boards, steps, rails, seats, picnic tables, viewing points, rope barriers, bridges and a host of 
other sub standard infrastructure. One of these at Newell creek presents a clear hazard and 
leads people onto Hydro Tasmania land. These works have come from persons who just 
take it upon themselves to cut a track and then direct people there. The amount of pink 
ribbons south of Queenstown resembles a primary school girl’s birthday party. There has 
already been one instance of a person lost west of this area for 3 days. The search and 
rescue effort took two helicopters and police rescue with SES to find the guy. These illegal 
developments and infrastructure can be perilous and cheapen our image and brand. PWS, 
councils and Police must actively address such developments. 
 



      
 
Other industries. Other industries operate within TWWHA and here we have Stephens 
Honey. The collection of leatherwood nectar from TWWHA is clearly present along the Lyell 
highway and other locations. There are hives at several locations in The Franklin/Gordon 
around Bird River and the Mt McCall track. We see the apiarists from time to time and there 
were never any issues until the last few years. We don’t know what arrangement/license 
Stephens Honey has but there has been more and more trees cut down along the tracks 
and the hive sites have been expanding. There was an amount of road surfacing material 
transported into Purgatory Gap. I don’t know where it came from but a substantial amount of 
Scotch Thistle started to grow from it. 
 

 
 
We reported the weed infestations and local rangers removed them. We are not opposed to 
leatherwood nectar collection and I even like the product but nobody should be cutting down 
trees, clearing land and introducing foreign material into TWWHA. I understand the need to 
keep the track clear but it really has become excessive. The point I want to make is… 
Development and operations that are allowed in TWWHA wilderness zones have to be 
measured and monitored. Businesses that are strongly commercially motivated can 
sometimes take too many liberties and become detrimental to environments. 
 
Summary. Generally, the future for TWWHA is looking great. Globally, places of pure 
wilderness are becoming scarcer and Tasmania has a unique wilderness asset that is 
becoming more desirable to experience and therefore more valuable to Tasmania. From 
observations, visitor testimony and conversations with other operators it seems the Visitor 
Service Zones are well managed and improving. This is where the vast majority of visitors 
will experience Tasmanian wilderness. They are mostly appreciative and caring of our 
environments with a medium to medium/high dollar yield. 
 
The Recreation Zone and to a much lesser extent the Self Reliant Recreation Zone must be 
held in check so as not encroach into other zones. These demographics are potentially 
damaging not only to Tasmania’s environments but also to Tasmania’s image of unspoiled 
wilderness. Visitors likely to frequent these zones are typically low dollar yield yet require 
the most effort and require the most resources. 
 



The Wilderness Zones that are not publicly motor vehicle accessible are being managed 
well and most of the CVS operators are there for the right reasons. Some of these operators 
will continue to be champions of the environment so when there are issues we can all be 
sure that PWS will very quickly become aware. I am just as sure that responsible CVS 
operators will readily assist whenever necessary or requested. Visitor numbers to these 
areas are low by comparison to other zones but the revenue per visitor is maximized. The 
guests experience often results with these people retaining a life memory, becoming great 
ambassadors and evoking that feeling of mystique in others that there are places in 
Tasmania in a state of unspoiled complete wilderness. Well done to all concerned. 
 
Areas such as Bird River and Mt McCall certainly meet the criteria of Wilderness Zone. 
Unchecked vehicle access south of Queenstown is degrading, polluting and introducing 
exotic organic material. In these areas we must refine visitation to optimum numbers, 
maximizing employment and revenue for Tasmania whilst maintaining Outstanding 
Universal Value. 
 
 
 
 
 
Best Regards 
 
Anthony Coulson 
Joy Chappell 
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The Paragon Theatre 
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